Persistent Penetration Testing.
We test your security continuously.
Companies usually hire PenTesting from time to time to
test their Security. With the dynamics that applications
and infrastructures require these days testing from time
to time is a poor approach to your company’s Security.

Traditional
approach
Testing Security of Infra-Structure and
Applications
Deep Persistent Testing
Synchronized with Change
Management Process
Re-Testing after each vulnerability is
corrected
Provides a platform for Vulnerability
Management
Online metrics related to risk and
vulnerabilities
Dynamic Reporting

www.keepitsecure24.com

A cost-efective model in a Managed Services approach.

Our Management and Reporting Platform
KEEP-IT-SECURE-24 takes the penetration testing activity to a new level because it provides Persistent
Testing and an Online Web Platform that customers can use to easily manage their assets, deal with
associated vulnerabilities, extract reports and obtain online metrics.

Effective Risk
Reduction

Professional
Certified Team

Testing your Security once a
year will reduce risk but once
changes are made new
vulnerabilities arise and risk
levels go up again.

Our team members hold
considerable relevant
International Certifications
(CREST, CISSP, OSCP, CISA,
ISO 27001 LA, etc) and comply
with the code of ethics of each
certification.

Our model ensures effective
risk reduction due to the fact
that our services are
persistent and integrate with
your change Management
inputs for a value –added
testing.

We have more than 10 years
of experience and have a
considerable number of very
relevant customers that can
share their experience with
our service.

This is not Scanning!
Our tests are not restricted to
executing automated tools,
particularly at the application
layer and business logic,
where automated tools lack
accuracy and have a large
amount of false positives and
negatives.
Our tests are planned and
executed manually by
experienced Penetration
Testers to maximize the
quality of the results and to
match the practice of the
attackers.

Change
Management
Integration
Todays infrastructure and
applications have to be very
much dynamic and adapt
quickly to business
requirements.
Whenever a tactical or major
change occurs, KEEP-ITSECURE-24 can test if your
changes had any impact to
your Security.

